CPD Maintenance Completion

**Subject:** The Certified Products Directory (CPD) has been updated for the following items:

**Inspection Agencies**

- Thermal Test U-factor(st) is now displayed in the validation match and validation comparison pages, and the U-factor(s) has been removed from these steps.
- Product Line Generation button is removed when a lab report has been queued for product line generation, this will prevent an upload from being queued multiple times and from occupying space in the expansion service to allow the next upload in line to be run in the queue.
- The CPD was modified to accept simple addendums to an Identical Rating Value (IRV) grouped product line so that the simple addendum is converted by the CPD when published.

**Simulation Laboratories**

CPD upload file size has been expanded to accept a 100 MB csv upload. Simulators may expect the upload to process through the LRVS in a relative short amount of time (less than 1 minute); however, it may take 15 minutes to 1 hour to add all the individual options to the database for an IA's review.

**General**

CPD servers have been reviewed and additional resources have been assigned to provide uninterrupted service to users. Items include:

- removal of unused uploads that exceed the certification time period,
- allocating additional resources to expand two additional uploads through the expansion service making a total of five large or small reports to be expanded into a product line at one time, and
- updates to the database to increase efficiency when opening large uploads to pull the data faster.

For full support, please email NFRC staff: support@nfrc.org.